
Lab Talk, Part 3 
 
The Doc is one of my contacts who have been with me for some time. After a couple of phone calls in 
which we discussed the following topics more intensively, we spontaneously came up with the idea to 
record a virtual lab talk. We pretended to hang out in his lab to talk about "God and the world," hence 
Lab Talk. And since you all love to read, we transcribed this LAB TALK (groan, grumble) and realized it 
was going to be several parts. 
 
So here comes the third part. If you want to get into the topic, you should take a look at part 1 and 2 
again. More will follow after completion. 
 
First, some information: The doc is a biologist and protein biochemist by training, but before that he 
also studied nutrition science and philosophy, among other things, and was a R&D manager in the 
supplement industry. 
 
This may be of interest to some readers, because many self-help channels often talk about vegan 
nutrition or nutritional supplements. Even after the first conversations with the Doc (we have known 
each other for over a year now), I very often had the thought that we are being cheated with the 
"healthy diet", as with everything else. Also or particularly to the topic nutrition we should not stop to 
question everything, which was served to us so over decades by Think tanks, paid experts, the 
Advertising machinery, and television cooks. 
 
In the Lab Talk, the Great Awakening and the ascension to 5D are of course also a topic. I wish all 
interested readers of the Lab Talk much pleasure. 
 
We would like to apologize for the delay in publication. But we both kept having other things to do that 
kept us from finishing, especially the doc. 
 
 
Doc: The hermetic principle is: As above, so below. I've been talking about active time mode regularly 
in various talks starting in 2012 to see how people react to it.  
 

Stefan: And? Did they react? 
 
Doc: Nobody jumped on it. During this time, I was already doing research on the physiology of time. I 
was saying to myself, I have to digest time in some way, that means, consequently, there has to be a 
metabolism of time. Listen again to the last speech of "M" in the last James Bond "No time to die".  
 
"The [proper] function of man is to live, not to exist. I shall not waste my days in trying to prolong them. 
I shall use my time."  
 

Stefan: I've only seen the film once and I didn't pay much attention to it. 
 
Doc: That's a quote from Jack London. To me, that sounds like some kind of conversion process. It 
raises a lot of questions: Does a person have a certain time account and who allocates that? There is, 
after all, the saying: His time was up. Can additional time resources be accessed and added? In 
Bavaria, there exists the popular story of Brandner Kaspar, who steals additional lifespan from death in 
a card game. What are time robbers? What is anti-aging all about? ect. ect. 
 

Stefan: I read some novels by Jack London in my youth. When I recently heard about gold deposits 
in Africa, I thought of something interesting from "Lure of Gold." The protagonist of the novel, Elam 
Harnish, talks about planting gold and thereby increasing it. I've looked that up now to see if I really 
understood it that way when I was 15. But it is meant differently in context. But could gold really 
grow, as has now become known with petroleum? 

 
Doc: I see it like with the oil. Mendeleev had already found out that. If the conditions are right and the 
etheric forces are present, that means the life forces, then the gold nugget should be made to grow. 
But this goes down into alchemy. Kepler wrote that the earth is a living organism. Years ago I saw a YT 
video. In it, a German engineer claimed that the Earth's mountain ranges were formed only about 



10,000 years ago, if I recall correctly. So nothing about hundreds of millions of years. He got this idea 
when he found coral on a mountain plateau in the area near a South American salt lake.Based on the 
degree of weathering, he dated the age together with geologists. But that's just btw. 
Back to sports. You have done athletics yourself. Imagine you are doing these time experiments in the 
100m dash. Let's assume that the previously unknown Austrian sprinter Sepp Hintermaier suddenly 
sets a world record of 9.50 seconds in the qualifying heat of an international competition. That's at first 
fantastic, but then you suddenly encounter a problem.  
 

Stefan: I remember the Usain Bolt era. The Alpine thunderbolt Hintermeier would be a good fit 
there. 

 
Doc: The 100m dash has such a cult status that you can't have any kidding around there. There would 
be a crisis meeting of the officials and important investors, e.g. watch and athletic shoe manufacturers, 
on the very same night. A "Hintermaier" task force would be set up. That same night, an SWAT team 
would raid the athlete's home in the Austrian province and would search it for banned drug substances 
or any exotic equipment.  

 
Stefan: Many sports fans still remember the innovative Austrian doping WG with the ominous blood 
centrifuge.  

 
Doc: These super athletes are 3D marketing products that are planned way in advance. That's why you 
have to think about which sports you want to be active in ahead of time. Otherwise, you'll collapse the 
whole 3D sports construct.  
My main interest was originally the flow phenomenon. The pioneer of flow research is the psychologist 
Csikszentmihalyi. The athletes he surveyed regularly reported an altered time perception in the flow 
state in combination with special performances achieved with ease. But I was actually more interested 
in the physiology of flow.  
In 2009, through a contact, I made an offer to the German team of a winter sport popular in this country 
to collaborate in flow research. However, they were not interested. Almost exactly a year later, I came 
into contact with a foreign faction who applied my flow formulation first in training and then at the World 
Championships. Of course, the sportsmen became world champions, much to the displeasure of the 
highly favored German team. 
 

Stefan: As the saying goes. Karma is a bitch. 
 
Doc: Yes, you always meet twice in life. In retrospect, working with the underdogs was definitely an 
insight gainer. These athletes are more adaptable mentally because they actually have to improvise all 
the time.  
 

Stefan: I can imagine that the comrades from BR-3D would have said, quite nice, but we would 
have won anyway. 

 
Doc: You can assume that. This planned economy, like the GDR once was, spends considerable 
resources to prevent the "unplanned". There is a well-known enterprise that contracts huge numbers of 
top athletes all over the world. This is a clever way of simulating performance expertise. I happen to 
know the advertising expert who created this campaign. But of course, when you have all the top 
performers under contract, somebody always wins.  
 

Stefan: In my time as a logistics planner, I always had energy drinks on my desk to keep me afloat 
when overtime was called for at the end of the month or year. I imagined that they would do some 
good. My son also drinks them when he plays World of Warcraft. Is there an effect there? 

 
Doc: Of course. The question is what sort. In the 1930s, the pioneer of stress research, Hans Selye, 
established that the organism reacts uniformly to stressors of all kinds with, among other things, a 
discharge of adrenaline. When Selye went to his boss with his early research findings, he said 
something like, "You're studying the pathology of dirt. Don't do that. You'll get distracted." That sums it 
up. The energy drink's effect lasts until the organism has dealt with the dirt. 
 

Stefan: Holy shit. 



Doc: We have seen this energy economy with soccer stadiums. Popular mass sporting events, such as 
a marathon, deliver a lot of energy. Every runner mobilizes their last resources to achieve a personal 
record time. In some ways, athletes offer a fiery sacrifice as they are burning calories. Behind the finish 
line, all the tension is discharged and the athlete experiences a moment of joy, which is then sucked 
away. Then, when a runner dies of heart failure, there is even a human sacrifice.  
 

Stefan: I don't think that's on anybody's radar. 
 
Doc: Another interesting thing. For these sellouts - that's what these people who sell their souls are 
called - there is support from the occult. In other words, competitors get knocked out of the way, have 
crashes, have a malfunction, or other "bad luck." At the world road cycling championships, for 
example, young people made noise outside the hotel room of a top competitor. At some point he got 
upset and chased the girls away. Shortly after, he was arrested by the police. He didn't get back to the 
hotel until 4 o'clock. In the race, he dropped out during the roll-in phase. I always get suspicious of 
stories like this and there are lots. I sensitize the athletes I work with to these completely overlooked 
matters. 
 

Stefan: It's getting crazier and crazier. 
 
Doc: Back to the sports projects. From a scientific point of view, it is much more interesting to create 
real "success stories" with Nobodies. I was a guest researcher in protein biochemistry with a Nobel 
Laureate for a couple of years. There was a saying there, "Don't waste your time harvesting low-
hanging fruit." After some time I realized that Nobel Prize winners also only cook with water. That is an 
old saying of mine. Back to ski jumping. For example, it would be a blast to have number 50 in the ski 
jumping World Cup win the prestigious Four Hills Tournament. That would confuse the established ski 
jumping nations. 

 
Stefan: That could be the end of ski jumping as we know it. 

 
Doc: It could be a new beginning. Why do I mention ski jumping? Let me tell you another story from the 
funny world of high-level German sports. I've been watching ski jumping on TV since I was a teenager. 
About 10 years ago, while watching, I was wondering why some ski jumpers are always in the lead and 
others drop like a brick. I had an idea about that and then researched dozens of ski-jumpers. Being 
pretty sure I had found something interesting, I emailed a German ski jumper. He was world class for a 
long time, but at a certain point he couldn't jump at the top level anymore. I wrote to him that I would be 
happy to give a talk on the subject if there was an interest. 
 

Stefan: And? 
 
Doc: Of course, no feedback came. Another example, also from German skiing. Many years ago, when 
the alpine skiers were once again in a performance slump, I asked an acquaintance to make an offer to 
the national coach. I must add that the person I knew was the coach of a former slalom world 
champion. But I didn't get an answer to that either. As far as I remember, I also contacted a German 
cross-country skier. 
At some point, I thought I had to get to the bottom of this phenomenon, and so for several years I 
regularly attended meetings of the former GDR Performance Research Institute. Sports scientists, 
national coaches, officials and other experts meet there to share the current state of affairs. So it was 
very interesting to see directly on site how this system is set up and what is going on in people's minds. 
It was kind of an undercover mission. 

 
Stefan: That's how you play with students. 

 
Doc: A former neighbor of mine was a cross-country skier in the GDR junior squad in the late 1980s. In 
classic cross-country skiing, you basically have to push like a berserk. He told me that he was pushed 
to take anabolic steroids. That's why he had a back like a packer of furniture even as a teenager. 

 
Stefan: That's where his later career path was mapped out.  

 



Doc: He then went to Bavaria and became branch manager of a construction equipment rental 
company. 

 
Stefan: That sounds solid. What happened with the sports projects? You once sent me a whole box 
of various nutritional supplements, including these sports gels. 

 
Doc: That's correct. In 2014, a group of Berlin investors approached me and showed interest in 
commercializing my concepts. As a result, I selected three appropriate gel formulations for the 
performance area, which were launched on the market in 2015 via a sales company that had been 
established in the meantime. To support the sales activities, a sports management company was 
approached and two projects with potential Olympic athletes were supported. The projects then led to 
two Olympic gold medals in Rio 2016. I won't mention any names, then readers can research or guess 
for themselves. 
 
Stefan: And then how did that evolve? 
 
Doc: Grotesquely, the sales team was unable to convert the athletic successes into the commercial 
gains. That's like being awarded a penalty kick in the 89th minute of a soccer match and then failing to 
score. But I stayed out of that as much as possible and pushed ahead with research and development. 
The important point for me was that the products were available to the general public for a number of 
years. Interestingly, it turned out that unambitious amateur athletes got surprisingly little advantage 
from the supplements. 

 
Stefan: How can this be explained? 

 
Doc: My impression was that this is due to the lack of focus. That means these energies can't be used 
effectively. Another curiosity was that the Olympic gold medals were presented in the analysis as proof 
of the systematic build-up work in top German sports. By the next Olympic Games in Tokyo, however, 
the disciplines were out of the window. 
 

Stefan: There we are again with the "wagon pushers from the inside". 
 
Doc: The sales department went into overtime and hired one of, if not "the" top PR agency from Berlin. 
My research had revealed that the company was good at business with the automotive industry and 
had expertise in large events. A big show was now being planned with a personal trainer from the local 
scene. But somehow the energy suddenly dissipated and the whole thing disappeared into thin air. 
 

Stefan: It's unbelievable. 
 
Doc: I didn't get too upset and I had already moved on with the research. For another case study, I 
handed the prototype of a new formulation directly to a professional ice speedway rider for the 
upcoming world championship final. 

 
Stefan: Where do you always get people from? 

 
Doc: This is the son of an old buddy who was a former world champion in ice speedway. A few weeks 
ago, I visited the man in his workshop to discuss my latest ideas. Looking back, he confirmed that he 
had competed in his most spectacular races ever, purely in terms of driving technique, with the 
formulation he was trying out at the time. However, this "hybrid gel" - that was the working name at the 
time - never made it to commercialization. 

 
Stefan: What does hybrid gel mean? 

 
Doc: The "hybrid gel" was a sort of overlay of two of the earlier commercial formulations. I then added 
more functionality to that. My idea was this: If you can transfer psychic energy in the sense of Agni 
Yoga to vitamins, then why not to the whole sport device, in this case the motorcycle. But of course I 
also thought of other fields of application, such as musicians or surgeons. By the way, this is exactly 
what I think Zen archers do. This is why the arrow then finds its own way to the target. According to my 
conception, people can interact with every device via psychic energy. 



 
Stefan: In the context of the current digital revolution, there are concepts like this much discussed 
Neuralink by Elon Musk.  

 
Doc: My approach is quite the opposite of implants or cyborg concepts. My approach is to crawl into 
the machine, so to speak, to create an interface for oneself. 

 
Stefan: I've heard that advanced spaceships are controlled telepathically rather than by buttons and 
levers as in an airplane cockpit.   

 
Doc: An insider once mentioned that there are some abandoned spaceships on Earth. If I remember 
correctly, for example, in the area of the Bermuda Triangle and allegedly also in the Donbas region, 
where the Ukrainians were last chased away by the Russian military. The spacecraft were originally 
calibrated to the DNA of the crews. Upon arrival on Earth, they were placed in a suitable location. 

 
Stefan: That Indiana Jones movie with the crystal skull is also about something like that. 

 
Doc: These are documentaries. The military and intelligence services are always involved in this hunt 
for technology. In recent history, this begins with the dubious Templar Crusades. By the way, I suspect 
that these mass PCR tests may be used to look for members of the original crews of these spaceships. 
That may have nothing to do with this Corona show. The aliens are here on some mission. These 
people probably aren't happy about unauthorized people meddling with their equipment in their 
absence. When the U.S. military discovered these facilities in the Bucegi Mountains in Romania in the 
early 2000s and tried to get in, it crumbled a couple of military men at first. Then later they found a man 
from Romania who was authorized spiritually to go in there. 

 
Stefan: Interesting line of thought. 

 
Doc: An old friend who was born in 1938, just before World War 2, told me the following story. A man 
he later knew well was called up for military service. So he rode his bicycle to the train station, parked it 
there, and then took the train to Munich. When he came home from the war a few years later, his 
bicycle was still at the station, just as he had left it. He had not even locked it. 

 
Stefan: Amazing. An acquaintance who was on vacation in Denmark this summer told me that the 
Danes in the country do not lock their front doors at all.  

 
Doc: There are big differences in mindset. But once again, back to the sport. Another thing I followed 
up on was the matter of regeneration. This is also of great general concern, I think. From the original 
commercial recovery gel used in the Olympic projects, I created a recovery shot for forced recovery in 
the summer of 2018. The test subject for the beta test was a professional triathlon athlete who wanted 
to qualify for the World Championships in Hawaii. He had an Ironman competition in early August in 
which he needed to finish at least fifth to qualify. At one point in the competition, about halfway through 
the final marathon, he realized that he would have finished eighth at best. He was on course for a final 
time of 8 hours 28 minutes, but would have needed 8 hours 21 minutes. So he dropped out to save up 
energy for his final qualifying opportunity just 6 days later. 
 

Stefan: That sounds like a mission impossible. Where was his best time actually? 
 
Doc: His personal best was 8 hours and 15 minutes. To make a long story short: He won the next 
Ironman in 8 hours and 1 minute. By his own admission, he could have run even faster, but didn't want 
to risk a breakdown in the final miles. 
 

Stefan: I'll summarize. He recovers from an unfinished Ironman within 6 days. Of course he is 
insecure, but then he improves his best time by fifteen minutes.  

 
Doc: I have checked this out. In this specific case, the recovery processes have accelerated by a factor 
of about 10. My self-experiments have shown that the need for sleep in everyday life is reduced by 2 
hours. So you gain 2 hours of free time every day. Of course, this time gain is of no use if you watch 2 
hours of nonsense on TV.  



 
Stefan: Which is probably what the average user would do. 

 
Doc: Which brings us back to Jack London. In 2019, I made the following calculation in a presentation 
to an interested multi-level distributor: Let's assume I provide all 250 million working people in the 
eurozone with the recovery shot, then the calculation is as follows: with a minimum wage of 12 euros, 
that's 24 euros per capita per day. With around 250 million people in work, that's 3 billion euros per day 
or 1 trillion euros per year. By comparison, before the Plandemic, GDP was 20 trillion per year. Of 
course, this is pure modelling. A lawyer will certainly set his hourly wage 20 times higher. 
 

Stefan: And did this multilevel company make anything of it? 
 
Doc: Nope. With that kind of thinking, you're wrongfooting these people. 
 
 
 

To be continued... 
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